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Abstract-two
methods of estimating received photon
counts given a realistic noisy and bandlimited optical
channel are presented. The function of estimating photon
counts is critical in any optical communications receiver.
The purpose of this work is to compare two methodsneither of which is generically optimal with realistic
channels-for the purpose of assessing which is more
appropriate for application in a hardware receiver given the
current state-of-the art.
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1. Introduction
As part of NASA's Mars Laser Communications
Demonstration (MLCD) project the Jet Propulsion
Laboratory (JPL) is currently developing a pulse position
modulation (PPM) laser communications receiver to support
the future optical communications link to be demonstrated
between Mars and Earth. The figure below is a typical
model for a digital optical communication system [I].

within the symbol boundaries. This assumes that slot and
symbol timing are both recovered and known [2]. Noise
sources in optical communication systems include the
following: quantum shot noise, optical excess noise, optical
background noise, photodetector dark current noise,
photodetector excess noise, and electronics (thermal) noise
[I, 21.
In this paper we present and provide an analysis and
comparison for the performance of two methods of
estimating received photons given a noise channel, i.e.
photon counting-one based on thresholding and the other
on energy estimation using discrete-time samples-both of
which result in a discrete-time estimate of the number of
photons in some time epoch. From a communications
systems perspective it is desirable for the detector to have
infinite bandwidth-or
at least not be the limiting
bandwidth component in the system-and be noiseless.
Unfortunately neither of these is necessarily true in practice.
An analytical and a software model of a realistic detector is
used in the performance comparison of both photon count
estimations methods. The metric for comparing the two
methods is itself an interesting topic and depends on the
specific application of the optical system. Generic metrics
are used in this work that are applicable to a large range of
photon counting applications; the two metrics used are the
total number of photons estimated versus actual number of
photons received in some time epoch and the mean number
of photons estimated versus the actual mean in that epoch.
The time epoch is chosen to indicate performance over a
long-time average. Better metrics may be used in certain
applications. Both estimation methods have strengths and
weaknesses that trade-off in the areas of performance and
implementation complexity; in the conclusion a brief
discussion of these trades is given using the performance
comparison given herein.

Transmitter

2. Detector model
Channel

The output of the detector, y(t), can be model by:
Receiver

Figure 1: High-level system model
k=-x

The PPM demodulator consists of photon counting within
and finding the largest
photon
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,here &k), the number of photons that hit the detector, is a
counting process, represented with a Poisson random
variable [1,2]; z is a uniform arrival time of the photon; Tsl,,

9

is the slot duration; h(t) is some arbitrary causal, band
limited pulse response function, with the following
constraints:

2.) pulsewidth of h(t) < slot width, T,l,,
3.) h(t) is symmetric
For the purposes of this discussion, a truncated sinc function
will be used to represent a causal pulse generated by a real
detector.
h ( t )=

sin(t)/t,
0,

-7r

I t I 37r

else
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Figure 2: Threshold method will count only 4 out of 6 photons

Ideally, h(t) would be an impulse function. The bandwidth
of h(t) plays in important role in the trade offs of the two
front end processing methods. Realistic detector output
pulse widths range from several nanoseconds to as low as
hundreds of picoseconds [3,4]. For the purposes of this
discussion, we will assume a fixed slot width. Hence, the
bandwidth of h(t) will always be referred as a ratio of pulse
width over slot width ratio. To account for PPM modulation,
let v E {O,l}. For background slots, v = 0 and for signal
slots, v = 1. For the purposes of this discussion, we will
assume that only the signal slots will have photons. Thus we
will only be concerned about estimating photon counts in
signal slots. It is easy to expand these results to background
slots as well. Other noise sources will be added in a later
discussion.

3. Threshold Photon Counting
Threshold photon counting is typically accomplished with
an analog broadband thresholder followed by an analog
integrator. A mathematical model of threshold photon
counting can be represented in the following way.
1, y ( t ) 2 y n y ( t - A t ) < y
else

Reference [5]describes photon counting of an APD detector
using with an analog thresholder or discriminator.

4. Slot Energy Photon Counting
The front-end signal processing of an optical PPM receiver
can use slot energy to determine the number photons in a
given slot. The signal in the Ph slot is
Zklv)

(1 - Ti - k ~ s ~1o t

Y k ( t )=
i= 1

Slot energy is estimated by summing the sampled detector
output, resulting in w(k). Ts is the sample period.

m=l

The slot photon count can then be recovered by normalizing
with
G , and rounding to the nearest integer.

Equation (2) is the slot energy estimate of the number of
photons hitting the detector.

5. Estimating parameters

where q(t) detects a rising edge of y(t) that triggers
threshold At is a parameter based on the bandwidth of the
analog edge detector. The bandwidth of the analog edge
detector is assumed to be greater than the bandwidth of h(t).

Determining the threshold to be used in the threshold
photon counting processing can be solved analytically or
empirically. The location of the threshold can be determined
empirically by plotting the number of photon counts as a
function of threshold assuming one photon in a slot. An adhoc threshold for single photon events in a slot is the mid
point where the count is constant or flat over some range of
thresholds. This empirical solution resulted in a y= 0.5. See
figure 3 below.

estimator. The sample variance estimator is also an unbiased
estimator if normalized by N-1 samples. Since w(k) is not
truly Poisson, the above estimators are not optimal but are
ML motivated estimators. The variance or performance on
the estimator is a function of the number of samples used in
the sample mean and variance.
*

Table 1. Cornoarison of two
width = 0.25

I N sample estimate 1

G estimates at n a = 0, n. = 1, pulselslot

var(6) (eqn. 3)

1

var(6) (eqn. 4)

Figure 3: Photon count vs. threshold

Slot energy photon counting relies on gain, G, to map the
energy of h(t) to a photon count. This is a parameter that
needs to be estimated prior to estimating photon counts. G
can be estimated in several ways. The first is an expectation
with respect to the random photon arrival time assuming
exactly one photon per slot.

Equation 3 is a better estimator for G, but it will require
calibrating the link to generate single photon events only.
This may not be feasible. Equation 4 will allow us to
estimate G in the real time or on the fly. The quality of the
estimate will depend on the number of samples used. The
variance equation 4 is much larger because it is making an
estimate on a random number of incoming signal photons.

6. IS1 effects on slot energy photon counting

The second method of estimating G is as follows. Let
x(k I v) be the mean of A(k I v). Define

as the "soft value" photon count. We know that 4 k ) has a
Poisson distribution. Let's assume that the "soft" count,
&k), is also Poisson. Thus the following can be assumed

Combining the above three equations results in an estimate
for the mean photon count and an estimate of the gain.

The arrival time of each pulse is modeled as a uniform
distribution over the time interval [0, Tslot]
and the pulses at
the output of the detector have some non-zero time extent
(finite bandwidth) and thus it is possible for the photons
within a single slot to overlap or the pulse in one slot to
overlap with the pulse that is in another adjacent slot (even
in the case of one photon per slot), the result of this latter is
termed inter-symbol interference (ISI). This type of
uncontrolled ISI-as
opposed to controlled or designed
ISI-may
cause significant loss in a communications
system; for simplicity here we are focused on the loss of
estimating photon count per slot averaged over some time
for the two methods outlined earlier. The most important
effect of IS1 on communications performance-namely
impact on bit-error rate-must be determined in an end-toend system (detector, receiver, and decoder); this work is
deferred until a later date. Here we focus on the simple
metrics of total estimated photon count per slot and
estimated mean photons per slot averaged over a multiple of
many slot periods. IS1 increases as the pulse to slot width
ratio increases due to bandlimted pulses.
IS1 will also cause a bias in the slot phase, 4 which will be a
function of the pulse h(t). This bias needs to be accounted
for in the model in (1) in order to estimate photon count per
slot precisely.

Estimating the mean and the variance of the slot energy,
w(k), can result in an estimate of the gain, G, and the mean
A

slot photon count, 2 . The sample mean and sample
variance are Maximum Likelihood (ML) estimates of a
Poisson random variable. The sample mean is an unbiased

For the specific pulse shape in figure 4, the bias is the
pulsewidth.12.

I

pulsewidth
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Centroid of randomly arrived pulses
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Figure 4: Slot sync loop will lock to centroid

This offset is used in the next section where the
performance of estimating photon count is considered with
and without the offset. Phase bias caused by IS1 in threshold
photon counting is negligible compared slot energy photon
counting. .

It can be assumed that the threshold photon counter will
have pulse width to slot width ratios no greater than 0.25, as
an analog broadband system. We can already see enough
degradation in pulselslot width ratio of 0.125.

7. Photon Counting Performance

Higher pulselslot width ratio means the back-end receiver
sub-systems (i.e. slot synchronization, etc.) bandwidths can
be lower. Slot energy photon counting will allow us to low
pass filter into the signal band to eliminate noise. This can
sometimes result in an effective gain in signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR). This will also allow lower sampling rates for digital
processing.

It is important to have some metric to quantify and compare
the two front-end photon counters. Quantum Efficiency (QE)
or Detection Efficiency (DE) is the metric used to determine
the performance of photo detectors and is defined as [1,2]:
Total number of photon triggered pulses
QE=
Total number of incident photons

The threshold photon counting under counts the higher
mean slot photon arrival rates. As more photons arrive, there
is a higher probability of overlapping pulses. Lower
bandwidth pulses also have the same problem for the
threshold photon counter. A multi-threshold system can help
to alleviate this problem. Both single threshold and multi
threshold photon counters can only detect edges that cross
some threshold. If two pulses occur next to each other
forming one longer pulse with one rising edge, the threshold
photon counter will only count one pulse. Higher photon
rates have a higher probability of that occurrence. So
threshold photon counters tend to under count, thus
lowering the PCE.

We will use a similar metric to quantify the front end photon
counters. Photon counting Efficiency (PCE) is defined as:
Total number of photon triggered pulses counted
PCE =
Total number of photon triggered pulses
A photon counting front end processor that under counts
photons will have a lower PCE. In theory, PCE and DE
should not be larger than 1. The total efficiency of the
detector, photon counter cascade is equal to the product of
DE and PCE. The table below shows the PCE for a slot
energy photon counter versus a threshold photon counter at
various detector bandwidths quantified as a ratio: Pulse
widthlslot width and various mean signal photonslslot (n,).
To simplify the problem, we will assume fixed PPM order
of 4 and zero mean background photonslslot (i.e. nb = 0).
Simulations ran with 10000 symbols, with a sample rate of
128 times the slot rate.

As PCE approaches 1, the two distributions should over lap.
See figure 5 below. As PCE decreases, the photon counter
distribution should move further left.

Table 2. PCE of threshold vs slot energy

n,

I I
1
1

Pulselslot
width

0.0625
0.125

I

Threshold
photon counter
0.9342
0.881 1

1

I

PCE
Energy photon
count& kith IS1
correction
0.9982
0.9986

I

5(a) slot energy: PCE = 0.9962

5 (b) threshold: PCE = 0.7339
Figure 5. signal slot count distribution: blue +: i ( k I v = 1) ,red o:
a ( k I V = 1) (n, = 3, nb= 0, pulsdslot ratio = 0.125)

8. Photodetection Noise Effects on Photon
Counting Methods
A more realistic detector model factors in photodetector
excess noise and thermal noise.

Figure 6. Histogram of soft photon counts in the signal slot
(n, = 1, nb = 0, pulsdslot width = 0.125)

Figure 6 shows how thermal and excess noise spreads the
distribution of the soft counts. The slot thermal noise
variance can be approximated from the half width of the '0'
peak. There is some degradation in PCE under the presence
of noise. The next step is to vary the thermal noise variance
to see the effect on PCE. This will be accomplished in a
later discussion. Other optical channel effects can be added
in a later discussion as well. Effects of dark current not
modeled. Dark current rates are generally small, but will
still skew the slot counts to be higher than they should be.

9. Conclusion
n(t), represents thermal noise and is a Gaussian random
variable with mean zero and variance C? over the slot period;
a represents random gain caused by photodetector excess
noise, F, and has a gamma distribution with E[a] = ab = 1
and var[aj = ab2 = b and F = 1 + var[a].

The signal-to-thermal noise ratio is usually high for the
photon-triggered pulses, due to the high gain from photon
multiplication or avalanche effects of different
photodetectors. Excess noise, F = 1.04, and thermal noise,
slot 0' = 0.01 were modeled from a visible light photon
counter (VLPC) detector and amplifier chain. Here are the
results of noise using the above photon counting models.
Table 3. mean background slot photons (nb) = 0

n,

Pulselslot
width

Threshold
photon counter

I

PCE
Energy photon
count& with IS1
correction

Photon counts derived from slot energy and threshold
photon counting offer advantages and limitations that
depend on the characteristics of the detector and channel.
The results of this work indicate that threshold photon
counting is best suited for a broadband detector, where
current pulses approach an impulse function. In optical
communications current pulses have high gain relative to
the thermal noise floor, thus making thresholding a desirable
approach to mitigateleliminate thermal noise. The results
further indicate that photon counting derived from slot
energy estimates is best suited for a detector whose
bandwidths are comparable to the digital system bandwidth.
This method of photon counting also allows for counting of
high slot photon count rates. Another photon counting
method uses Fourier deconvolution to transform the current
pulse h(t) to an impulse [6]. The impulses can then be
counted using a standard thresholder or discriminator. Some
future work will involve comparing the performance of
photon counts derived from slot energy estimates versus
deconvolved thresholding photon counting.
IS1 will reduce the estimation performance of both the
energy and threshold methods. In general the more severe
alternatively the more
the IS1 from bandlimiting-or
"stretched in time the pulse becomes-the
greater the
losses; thus for short slot periods Excess noise and thermal
noise may become smaller contributors of estimation loss
relative to the ISI. The work on determining the effects of
IS1 is deferred for future work.
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Abstract-two
methods of estimating received photon
counts given a realistic noisy and bandlimited optical
channel are presented. The function of estimating photon
counts is critical in any optical communications receiver.
The purpose of this work is to compare two methodsneither of which is generically optimal with realistic
channels-for the purpose of assessing which is more
appropriate for application in a hardware receiver given the
current state-of-the art.
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1. Introduction
As part of NASA's Mars Laser Communications
Demonstration (MLCD) project the Jet Propulsion
Laboratory (JPL) is currently developing a pulse position
modulation (PPM) laser communications receiver to support
the future optical communications link to be demonstrated
between Mars and Earth. The figure below is a typical
model for a digital optical communication system [I].

within the symbol boundaries. This assumes that slot and
symbol timing are both recovered and known [2]. Noise
sources in optical communication systems include the
following: quantum shot noise, optical excess noise, optical
background noise, photodetector dark current noise,
photodetector excess noise, and electronics (thermal) noise
[I, 21.
In this paper we present and provide an analysis and
comparison for the performance of two methods of
estimating received photons given a noise channel, i.e.
photon counting-one based on thresholding and the other
on energy estimation using discrete-time samples-both of
which result in a discrete-time estimate of the number of
photons in some time epoch. From a communications
systems perspective it is desirable for the detector to have
infinite bandwidth-or
at least not be the limiting
bandwidth component in the system-and
be noiseless.
Unfortunately neither of these is necessarily true in practice.
An analytical and a software model of a realistic detector is
used in the performance comparison of both photon count
estimations methods. The metric for comparing the two
methods is itself an interesting topic and depends on the
specific application of the optical system. Generic metrics
are used in this work that are applicable to a large range of
photon counting applications; the two metrics used are the
total number of photons estimated versus actual number of
photons received in some time epoch and the mean number
of photons estimated versus the actual mean in that epoch.
The time epoch is chosen to indicate performance over a
long-time average. Better metrics may be used in certain
applications. Both estimation methods have strengths and
weaknesses that trade-off in the areas of performance and
implementation complexity; in the conclusion a brief
discussion of these trades is given using the performance
comparison given herein.

2. Detector model
Channel

The output of the detector, y(t), can be model by:
Receiver

Figure 1: High-level system model
k=-

The PPM demodulator consists of photon counting within
'lot boundaries and finding the largest 'lot photon count
1
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where q k ) , the number of photons that hit the detector, is a
counting process, represented with a Poisson random
variable [1,2]; zis a uniform arrival time of the photon; Tsl,,

is the slot duration; h(t) is some arbitrary causal, band
limited pulse response function, with the following
constraints:

2.) pulsewidth of h(t) < slot width, Tsl0,
3.) h(t) is symmetric
For the purposes of this discussion, a truncated sinc function
will be used to represent a causal pulse generated by a real
detector.
h(t) =

sin(t)/t , -n 5 t 5 3 n

0,

else
Figure 2: Threshold method will count only 4 out of 6 photons

Ideally, h(t) would be an impulse function. The bandwidth
of h(t) plays in important role in the trade offs of the two
front end processing methods. Realistic detector output
pulse widths range from several nanoseconds to as low as
hundreds of picoseconds [3,4]. For the purposes of this
discussion, we will assume a fixed slot width. Hence, the
bandwidth of h(t) will always be referred as a ratio of pulse
width over slot width ratio. To account for PPM modulation,
let v E {O,l}. For background slots, v = 0 and for signal
slots, v = 1. For the purposes of this discussion, we will
assume that only the signal slots will have photons. Thus we
will only be concerned about estimating photon counts in
signal slots. It is easy to expand these results to background
slots as well. Other noise sources will be added in a later
discussion.

3. Threshold Photon Counting
Threshold photon counting is typically accomplished with
an analog broadband thresholder followed by an analog
integrator. A mathematical model of threshold photon
counting can be represented in the following way.

y(t)lyny(t-At)<y
else

Reference [5] describes photon counting of an APD detector
using with an analog thresholder or discriminator.

4. Slot Energy Photon Counting
The front-end signal processing of an optical PPM receiver
can use slot energy to determine the number photons in a
given slot. The signal in the Ph slot is
&klv)
Y , ( t )=
h ( t - Ti - kTslof

C
i=l

Slot energy is estimated by summing the sampled detector
output, resulting in w(k). Ts is the sample period.
-

m=l
m=l L i=1
The slot photon count can then be recovered by normalizing
with gain, G, and rounding to the nearest integer.

Equation ( 2 ) is the slot energy estimate of the number of
photons hitting the detector.

5. Estimating parameters

where q(t) detects a rising edge of y(t) that triggers
threshold 3 At is a parameter based on the bandwidth of the
analog edge detector. The bandwidth of the analog edge
detector is assumed to be greater than the bandwidth of h(t).

Determining the threshold to be used in the threshold
photon counting processing can be solved analytically or
empirically. The location of the threshold can be determined
empirically by plotting the number of photon counts as a
function of threshold assuming one photon in a slot. An adhoc threshold for single photon events in a slot is the mid
point where the count is constant or flat over some range of
thresholds. This empirical solution resulted in a y= 0.5. See
figure 3 below.

,

\_

estimator. The sample variance estimator is also an unbiased
estimator if normalized by N-1 samples. Since w(k) is not
truly Poisson, the above estimators are not optimal but are
ML motivated estimators. The variance or performance on
the estimator is a function of the number of samples used in
the sample mean and variance.
A

,

,

,

,

Table 1. Comparison of two
width =0.25

,

05

'0
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1

1

5

2

25
3
threshold

35

4

45

5

I

G estimates at n b = 0, n, = 1, pulsdslot

Nsample estimate

var G (eqn. 3)

100
500
1000

0.0555
0.0129
0.01 17

var G (eqn. 4)
5.8761
1.2940
0.8948

Figure 3: Photon count vs. threshold

Slot energy photon counting relies on gain* G, to map the
energy of h(t) to a photon count- This is a Parameter that
needs to be estimated prior to estimating photon Counts. G
Can be estimated in several Ways. The first is an expectation
with respect to the random photon arrival time assuming
exactly one photon per slot.

Equation 3 is a better estimator for G, but it will require
calibrating the link to generate single photon events only.
This may not be feasible. Equation 4 will allow us to
,,timate G in the real time or on the fly.The quality of the
estimate will depend on the number of samples used. The
variance equation 4 is
larger because it is making an
estimate on a random number of incoming signal photons.

6. IS1 effects on slot energy photon counting

The second method of estimating G is as follows. Let
x(k I v) be the mean of R(k I v). Define

as the "soft value" photon count. We know that A(k) has a
Poisson distribution. Let's assume that the "soft" count,
j(k), is also Poisson. Thus the following can be assumed

Combining the above three equations results in an estimate
for the mean photon count and an estimate of the gain.

The arrival time of each pulse is modeled as a uniform
distribution over the time interval [0, Tsl,J and the pulses at
the output of the detector have some non-zero time extent
(finite bandwidth) and thus it is possible for the photons
within a single slot to overlap or the pulse in one slot to
overlap with the pulse that is in another adjacent slot (even
in the case of one photon per slot), the result of this latter is
termed inter-symbol interference (ISI). This type of
uncontrolled ISI-as
opposed to controlled or designed
ISI-may
cause significant loss in a communications
system; for simplicity here we are focused on the loss of
estimating photon count per slot averaged over some time
for the two methods outlined earlier. The most important
effect of IS1 on communications performance-namely
impact on bit-error rate-must be determined in an end-toend system (detector, receiver, and decoder); this work is
deferred until a later date. Here we focus on the simple
metrics of total estimated photon count per slot and
estimated mean photons per slot averaged over a multiple of
many slot periods. IS1 increases as the pulse to slot width
ratio increases due to bandlimted pulses.
IS1 will also cause a bias in the slot phase, 4 which will be a
function of the pulse h(t). This bias needs to be accounted
for in the model in (1) in order to estimate photon count per
slot precisely.

Estimating the mean and the variance of the slot energy,
w(k), can result in an estimate
of the gain, G, and the mean
*

x

slot photon count,
. The sample mean and sample
variance are Maximum Likelihood (ML) estimates of a
Poisson random variable. The sample mean is an unbiased

For the specific pulse shape in figure 4, the bias is the
pulsewidthl2.

,

< x

>
Centroid of randomly arrived pulses

0

Figure 4: Slot sync loop will lock to centroid

This offset is used in the next section where the
performance of estimating photon count is considered with
and without the offset. Phase bias caused by IS1 in threshold
photon counting is negligible compared slot energy photon
counting.

It can be assumed that the threshold photon counter will
have pulse width to slot width ratios no greater than 0.25, as
an analog broadband system. We can already see enough
degradation in pulselslot width ratio of 0.125.

7. Photon Counting Performance

Higher pulselslot width ratio means the back-end receiver
sub-systems (i.e. slot synchronization, etc.) bandwidths can
be lower. Slot energy photon counting will allow us to low
pass filter into the signal band to eliminate noise. This can
sometimes result in an effective gain in signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR). This will also allow lower sampling rates for digital
processing.

It is important to have some metric to quantify and compare
the two front-end photon counters. Quantum Efficiency (QE)
or Detection ~ f f i c i e n (DE)
c ~ is the metric used to determine
the performance of photo detectors and is defined as [1,2]:
Total number of photon triggered pulses
QE =
Total number of incident photons

The threshold photon counting under counts the higher
mean slot photon arrival rates. As more photons arrive, there
is a higher probability of overlapping pulses. Lower
bandwidth pulses also have the same problem for the
threshold photon counter. A multi-threshold system can help
to alleviate this problem. Both single threshold and multi
threshold photon counters can only detect edges that cross
some threshold. If two pulses occur next to each other
forming one longer pulse with one rising edge, the threshold
photon counter will only count one pulse. Higher photon
rates have a higher probability of that occurrence. So
threshold photon counters tend to under count, thus
lowering the PCE.

We will use a similar metric to quantify the front end photon
counters. Photon counting Efficiency (PCE) is defined as:
Total number of photon triggered pulses counted
PCE =
Total number of photon triggered pulses
A photon counting front end processor that under counts
photons will have a lower PCE. In theory, PCE and DE
should not be larger than 1. The total efficiency of the
detector, photon counter cascade is equal to the product of
DE and PCE. The table below shows the PCE for a slot
energy photon counter versus a threshold photon counter at
various detector bandwidths quantified as a ratio: Pulse
width/Slot width and various mean signal photonslslot (n,).
To simplify the problem, we will assume fixed PPM order
of 4 and zero mean background photonslslot (i.e. nb = 0).
Simulations ran with 10000 symbols, with a sample rate of
128 times the slot rate.

As PCE approaches 1, the two distributions should over lap.
See figure 5 below. As PCE decreases, the photon counter
distribution should move further left.

Table 2. PCE of threshold vs slot energy

II II
ns

Pulselslot
width

1I

Threshold
photon counter

I
I

PCE
Energy photon
counter with IS1

I

5(a) slot energy: PCE = 0.9962

5 (b) threshold: PCE = 0.7339
Figure 5. signal slot count distribution: blue +: i(k I v = 1) ,redo:
l ( k I v = 1) (n, = 3, nb= 0, pulsdslot ratio = 0.125)

Photodetection Noise Effects
Counting Methods
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A more realistic detector model factors in photodetector
excess noise and thermal noise.
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Figure 6. Histogram of soft photon counts in the signal slot
(n. = 1, nb = 0, pulselslot width = 0.125)

Figure 6 shows how thermal and excess noise spreads the
di2ribution of the soft counts. The slot thermal noise
variance can be approximated from the half width of the '0'
peak. There is some degradation in PCE under the presence
of noise. The next step is to vary the thermal noise variance
to see the effect on PCE. This will be accomplished in a
later discussion. Other optical channel effects can be added
in a later discussion as well. Effects of dark current not
modeled. Dark current rates are generally small, but will
still skew the slot counts to be higher than they should be.

i=o

represents thermal noise and is a Gaussian random
variable with mean zero and variance d over the slot period;
a represents random gain caused by photodetector excess
noise, F, and has a gamma distribution with E[aj = ab = 1
and var[aj = ab2 = b and F = 1 + var[aj.

9. Conclusion

n(t),

The signal-to-thermal noise ratio is usually high for the
photon-triggered pulses, due to the high gain from photon
multiplication or avalanche effects of different
photodetectors. Excess noise, F = 1.04, and thermal noise,
slot 2 = 0.01 were modeled from a visible light photon
counter (VLPC) detector and amplifier chain. Here are the
results of noise using the above photon counting models.

Photon counts derived from slot energy and threshold
photon counting offer advantages and limitations that
depend on the characteristics of the detector and channel.
The results of this work indicate that threshold photon
counting is best suited for a broadband detector, where
current pulses approach an impulse function. In optical
communications current pulses have high gain relative to
the thermal noise floor, thus making thresholding a desirable
approach to mitigateleliminate thermal noise. The results
further indicate that photon counting derived from slot
energy estimates is best suited for a detector whose
bandwidths are comparable to the digital system bandwidth.
This method of photon counting also allows for counting of
high slot photon count rates. Another photon counting
method uses Fourier deconvolution to transform the current
pulse h(t) to an impulse [6]. The impulses can then be
counted using a standard thresholder or discriminator. Some
future work will involve comparing the performance of
photon counts derived from slot energy estimates versus
deconvolved thresholding photon counting.
IS1 will reduce the estimation performance of both the
energy and threshold methods. In general the more severe
the IS1 from bandlimiting--or alternatively the more
"stretched" in time the pulse becomes-the
greater the
losses; thus for short slot periods Excess noise and thermal
noise may become smaller contributors of estimation loss
relative to the ISI. The work on determining the effects of
IS1 is deferred for future work.
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